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"An otherworldly tale with indelible characters in a realistic wartime setting. Hoffman's novel

sublimely fuses world history and Jewish folklore."---Kirkus Reviews“A truly unique work of

fantastical, historical fiction set in Nazi Germany that will keep readers engaged and invested

in the characters and their fates.”---Booklife by Publisher’s WeeklyB.R.A.G. Medallion

Honoree2021 International Book AwardsAward-Winning Finalist in the Historical Fiction

Category.In the fires of World War II, a child must save his people from darkness...Ten-year-old

Uriel has always been an outcast. Born mute in a Jewish village known for its choir, he escapes

into old stories of his people, stories of angels and monsters. But when the fires of the

Holocaust consume his village, he learns that the stories he writes in his golden notebook are

terrifyingly real.In the aftermath of the attack, Uriel is taken in by Uwe, a kind-hearted linguist

forced to work for the commander of the local Nazi Police, the affably brutal Major Brandt. Uwe

wants to keep Uriel safe, but Uriel can't stay hidden. The angels of his tales have come to him

with a dire message: Michael, guardian angel of the Jewish people, is missing. Without their

angel, the Jewish people are doomed, and Michael's angelic brethren cannot search for him in

the lands corrupted by Nazi evil.With the lives of millions at stake, Uriel must find Michael and

free him from the clutches of the Angel of Death...even if that means putting Uwe in mortal

danger.The Book of Uriel is a heartbreaking blend of historical fiction and Jewish folklore that

will enthrall fans of The Book Thief and The World That We Knew.
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and father, who have always supported and loved me.To my grandfather, whose stories I never

heard.To my teacher Mr. Feinstein, who nurtured my interest in historyTo my friend Eliana, who

always listens to my storiesAnd to God, Who makes all stories.Uriel wished he could

scream.Normally, he could. A scream was one of the few noises that ever emerged from the

boy’s lips. No words ever escaped, but he could summon a scream.Yet his lungs couldn’t

gather enough air to produce a cry. They struggled to supply enough oxygen to keep the child

awake. Smoke invaded his throat and clawed at his lungs. Although screams pierced the air

from every angle, he couldn’t add his own to the din.He still felt the pressure of mother’s fingers

locked around his hand, even though she was gone. Uriel’s golden eyes darted to and fro,

searching for her face. His fingers twitched as her warmth faded. He strained his ears, trying to

hear her call to him, but her voice did not rise above the ruckus.Mama! Uriel thought, his tears

allying with the smoke and assaulting his eyes. He wanted to cry out for her. Perhaps if she

heard him, she would find him, and they could get to safety. But his voice had never worked

before, and though he opened his mouth to call out, all he could do was pant and

cough.Gunshots rang out. The fleeing villagers clung to their families and their few precious

possessions, shoving one another out of the way as they tried to escape the flames enveloping

the little town and the murderous mob cutting down the Jews. Young and old, women and men,

little children and babies were thrown to the ground, beaten with clubs, shot, stabbed, and

slaughtered. Their blood mingled with the warm ash coating the cobblestones.Uriel stood in the

midst of the mayhem, still as a statue, alone. His right hand yearned for his mother, while his

left clutched the one possession he had snatched before fleeing his house. His little golden

notebook. Small enough to fit in his pocket and filled with stories he couldn’t leave to

burn.Although the villagers would normally never leave a small child alone in the street,

concern for their own lives and the lives of their families caused them to stampede. Uriel was

pushed against a brick wall, and his golden notebook flew from his hand. He gasped, inhaling

an army of ash. The boy desperately tried to crawl to his notebook. Boots and shoes stomped

on the cherished book, but Uriel reached it. He grabbed the notebook and held it to his chest,

shielding it with his body.The child was trampled and kicked. His lungs began losing to the

smoke and ash entering through his nostrils and silent lips. He felt as though his insides were

on fire, as though every bone in his body was about to shatter. When darkness finally took him,

all he felt was gratitude.Uwe Litten had never seen so many trees. He had never stepped foot

outside his tiny hometown, and the area surrounding his village consisted of flat, boring

farmland. The sights of the Polish woodland were refreshingly alien to Uwe’s rural senses.He

leaned against the window, smiling like a small child and drinking in the forest's beauty as the

trees zoomed by. He wished he could open the window and breathe in the fresh air, but the

major had said to keep the window closed. He didn’t want wind in the car to distract their

driver.Still, it wouldn’t hurt to ask once more. They had been driving for hours, after all. Surely

the major and the driver were thirsting for a breeze.“Major Brandt,” Uwe said. Major Günter

Brandt, who was sitting in the passenger seat, idly drumming his fingers on his knees, looked

in the rearview mirror and smiled at Uwe.“Everything all right, Herr Litten?” he asked, his eyes



twinkling amiably.“I’m fine,” Uwe said. “I wish we could lower the windows, though. It’s getting

stuffy in here.”Brandt’s smile became slightly skewed, and he looked at his driver. The driver

shrugged.“We’re not driving that fast, I suppose,” he said. “It won’t be that distracting.”Brandt

nodded and waved for Uwe to do as he wished.“We wouldn’t want our little linguist to choke,”

he said with a wink.Uwe thanked him and happily lowered the window. He considered taking

off his thin-rimmed glasses, lest they fall out of the car, rendering him blind and useless, but he

decided he wanted to enjoy the scenery and kept them on. The wind gently whipped at his

blond hair, and he inhaled deeply.A chuckle rumbled in his throat when he thought of the pet

name Brandt had bestowed upon him: our little linguist. He wasn’t sure if he was fond of or

annoyed with that epithet. On one hand, he thought bitterly, his linguistic skills were the reason

the Ordnungspolizei had taken him away from his home and family. He sighed heavily and tried

to imagine what his wife and children were doing. He hoped his daughters wouldn’t use his

absence to start dating. The very thought made him shudder. His son would be lonely without

somebody to wrestle with him and help him with his reading.Still, so far, it wasn’t nearly as bad

as he’d expected. There hadn’t been a whiff of danger since they crossed into Poland. No sign

of partisans or enemy soldiers. Brandt had assured Uwe that he and his men would take care

of the “nasty business.”“We only need you to tell us what they say once we capture them,”

Brandt had explained. “You won’t be in harm’s way. You have my word.”Although Uwe wasn’t

fond of the National Socialists, Brandt had been affable since picking him up, nothing like the

hard-hearted soldier he had expected. Uwe would much rather work for a man like Brandt than

for the frightening fanatics of the SS.His wife, though, had been quite distressed at Brandt’s

arrival. She had gazed at the major with fear flooding her soft brown eyes.Just keep your head

down and do as they say, she had whispered to her husband just before he left with Brandt.

You’ll be safe that way.“Herr Major…” Uwe started to say.“You really ought to call me Günter,

Herr Litten,” Brandt interrupted.The linguist smirked.“But you refer to me as Herr Litten. That’s

quite formal.”Brandt laughed. “Fair point! But I refer to you formally out of respect.”“But as a

major, you certainly command more respect than me!”“Not necessarily,” said Brandt with a

shrug. “After all, if I don’t understand what the criminals we capture are saying, I won’t hold my

position very long. I have to admire you for learning so many languages. Russian, Polish…

Yiddish, even! You can read Yiddish, can’t you?”“Yes.”“And it has a different alphabet! I can

hardly ask for a cup of water around here! You must be very intelligent, Herr Litten.”“Not really,

Herr Major,” said Uwe. “My town’s at a crossroad. We had merchants from everywhere passing

through to do business. If you wanted to succeed, you had to be able to speak to your patrons.

Not intelligence so much as…economic necessity.”“What about your children?” asked Brandt.

“Have you passed on your knowledge?”Uwe swallowed and hesitated, knowing that as far as

the National Socialists were concerned, the languages he spoke were those of inferior people,

untermenschen. Few proud Germans would dare sully their tongues by speaking the language

of a lesser race. Uwe was only treasured for his knowledge because his lips could serve the

Reich. Teaching such things to his children, however, that would be frowned upon.“Not really,

sir,” said Uwe, subduing a stutter. “My daughters know a few words of Polish and Russian, but

naturally, I haven’t taught them an ounce of Yiddish.”Much to Uwe’s surprise, Brandt shook his

head.“That’s a shame.”Uwe blinked at the Major’s back.“But sir,” he said, “Yiddish is a Jewish

language.”“Yes.” Brandt craned his neck and smiled warmly at Uwe. “But there’s no sin in

learning the language of the enemy. Even Adolf Eichmann knows Yiddish.”Uwe felt his tight

stomach uncoil when Brandt flashed him an easygoing grin.“I didn’t know that,” he confessed

quietly, looking down at his lap.“At any rate,” said Brandt, turning back to the road. “If you insist

on respecting me, call me Herr Brandt, but not Herr Major. Herr Major is so formal it’s



suffocating.”Uwe opened his mouth to agree, but at that moment, a foul odor replaced the

sweet scent of pine. The driver and Brandt noticed too.“Ugh!” The driver gagged, waving his

hand in front of his nose while the major inquisitively sniffed the air.“Smells like…brimstone,”

whispered Uwe, peering out the window. The trees continued to fly by, but the sickening scent

wafting into the car overpowered their pleasant smell.“Shut the window!” the driver

commanded. “It smells like hell!”Uwe obeyed and rolled up the window, his eyes scanning their

surroundings, trying to spot the source of the stench.The trees vanished, and a small village

appeared on a hill by the road. Smoke billowed from the town, a gray cloud of death hanging

above the area.“Stop the car!” Uwe shouted. The driver was so startled he slammed on the

brakes without even consulting the major. Brandt was nearly smacked against the windshield,

but he gripped his seat and avoided a collision. His hat fell off, and he huffed in annoyance as

he put it back on and adjusted it. Before he could scold Uwe, the little linguist was out the door

and dashing towards the smoldering village.Uwe saw a sign, an old wooden board with faded

paint and chipped sides that read ‘Zingdorf.’ Uwe stared at the Hebraic letters and realized this

was a Jewish shtetl.He stepped into the street, and the sight that greeted him almost made him

vomit. The buildings smoked, and some still crackled with dying flames. Broken furniture, glass,

and wood littered the streets, clear signs of plunder. But even more horrifying were the bodies.

There weren’t many, at least not that Uwe could see, but the few he saw made his legs

shudder and his heart shatter. There were old men, young women, and youthful boys who

looked just old enough to wed. Their skulls had been bashed in, their clothes ripped apart, and

their bodies broken and left in the streets like rubbish. Blood coated the cobblestones like rain.

The scene was a nightmare brought to life.Brandt strolled out of the car and observed the

smoking shtetl with a curious tilt of the head.Odd, he thought. I didn’t order any action against

this town yet. Hm...must have been the Poles.He marched up the hill to sate his curiosity. It

wasn’t unusual for the local anti-Semites to vent their hatred. The Nazis wouldn’t stop them

from doing so. It also wasn’t unusual for the Germans to rile up the Poles and turn them loose

on the Jews. It saved them bullets and time.Perhaps my boys encouraged this? Brandt thought,

wandering the streets and stepping over the battered bodies like they were logs obstructing his

path. He finally reached an area of blackness. Singed scrolls and pews were strewn about,

along with hundreds of charred corpses. Women, men, little children. Brandt looked down and

saw a plaque with a Star of David. He gave it a light push with his boot and realized this had

been the village’s synagogue. Anybody who hadn’t been butchered in the streets had been

herded to the synagogue and burned.The smell was nauseating. Brandt covered his nose and

shook his head. Definitely the Poles, he thought. My boys wouldn’t do it like that.He kicked the

plaque and turned around, waving the smoke away as he looked for Uwe.Meanwhile, Uwe

stared at the gory scene, unable to move. He had only seen a dead body once in his life, after

his father passed. His father had gone peacefully in his sleep. Uwe had seen him at the funeral

in his casket, dressed in a fine suit. He had kissed his father’s forehead and said goodbye right

before the casket had closed. But these people had died in a miasma of fear and panic. There

was nobody left to kiss their bruised foreheads.His eyes traveled to a brick wall, and one body

caught his eye. He pushed his glasses up and forced his legs to carry him to the wall. He knelt

before the body, his heart trembling as he examined the still form.It was a boy, not a day older

than ten, with soft ebony hair and gentle features. He looked as though he was sleeping, curled

on his side with something under his arm.As Uwe looked at the serene child, he could think

only of Jürgen, his little boy. This child looked so much like him. As he stared at the child, Uwe

couldn’t help but picture Jürgen curled up in his bed with his favorite toy lion under his arm,

breathing softly as he slept. Except this boy was dressed in tattered brown and gray clothes



instead of soft pajamas, and when Uwe looked at the boy’s chest, he couldn’t see him

breathing.Uwe’s stomach churned. This little boy was nowhere near the age of death. He could

only imagine what thoughts had gone through the child’s mind as his short life was snuffed out.

He wasn’t nearly as battered as the other bodies, but a small stream of blood dribbled down

the side of his face, and bruises covered his arms, which held something gold to his

chest.Uwe, curious, carefully pulled the golden item from under the boy’s arm and was

surprised to see it was a notebook. The cover and the edges of the pages were gold. Unlike

everything else in the destroyed village, the notebook was perfectly intact. Beautiful, in fact. He

flipped through the book and saw that, except for a few blank pages at the very end, the

notebook was filled with Yiddish writing in a childish yet neat script. On the cover was a name

written in large, black letters:URIEL“Uriel,” he whispered, looking at the boy. He swallowed and

slowly reached out, hoping beyond hope that perhaps the child was alive and he would feel a

pulse.“Herr Litten!”Startled, Uwe shoved the golden notebook into his pocket and stood up just

as Major Brandt found him.“There you are!” Brandt sighed, a carefree smile on his face. He

noticed Uwe shaking, and his smile disappeared, replaced by a look of sympathy.“Yes, it is

brutal,” he said. “But this is war.”“D-d…” Uwe stuttered, struggling to find his voice and the

courage to ask his question. “Did your men do this?”Much to Uwe’s relief, Brandt smirked and

shook his head. “No, I highly doubt it. This isn’t how we handle our enemies. We’re the

Ordnungspolizei. We keep the order. This wasn’t done with order.”“Who…?”“The locals, likely,”

said Brandt. “The Germans aren’t the only enemies of the Jews.”Uwe choked and looked back

down at the boy, Uriel. Who would ever consider him to be an enemy?“Come along, Herr

Litten,” said Brandt. “I’m sorry you saw this, but don’t worry. This will be the last grisly sight you

witness.”Brandt started to lead him back to the car. Uwe slowly followed, the golden notebook

weighing down his pocket. He looked back at the boy, praying he would move, but the boy’s

body was still. He prayed for a whimper or a plea for help, but the child was silent.“Herr

Litten!”Inhaling deeply, causing the smoke to clog his throat, Uwe turned away from Uriel and

Zingdorf. He got back in the car and kept the windows firmly shut as the driver eagerly stepped

on the gas. The linguist looked behind him, keeping his eyes on the dead shtetl as it

disappeared into the distance. Once it was gone, he settled down with a sigh and shoved his

hand into his pocket.He pulled out the book, Uriel’s notebook, and opened it to the first

page.Stories Told to and by UrielInterested, he turned to the next page.The Story of Michael

the ArchangelWith a heavy heart and an intrigued mind, Uwe tore his eyes away from the

radiant forest and began to read Uriel’s stories.Hardly had the car pulled away when Uriel

stirred. His mouth opened, allowing his singed lungs to fill themselves with cool air. The smoke

clouds slowly drifted away, allowing Uriel to breathe without choking. His every sinew throbbed

as he regained consciousness.The first thing he noted was that his book was gone. He brought

his hands to his heart, but his precious book was no longer nestled against his chest. His eyes,

which had been struggling to revive themselves, snapped open. He looked down at his dirt-

caked coat and the ash-covered stones beneath him, but to no avail.Uriel slowly pushed

himself up, his body screaming for him to be still so it could recover. He disobeyed its wishes

long enough to sit up and lean against the brick wall, panting as though he had run across the

country.He wrapped his empty arms around himself and looked up at his village, his home.

Zingdorf was decimated. Bodies were strewn across the village like feathers from the geese his

mother used to pluck. He would always delight in chasing the feathers about, trying to catch as

many as he could while the wind scattered them across the streets. Now dust and corpses

were scattered across the streets, the corpses of his neighbors lying about like slaughtered

geese.Mama…Papa…Everyone…His eyes, already burning from the lingering smoke, filled



with scalding tears. He buried his face in his knees and sobbed, his chest aching with every

wail that wracked his little body.Uriel cried until he had no more tears, and when that

happened, he just sat, his face hidden, unwilling and unable to look up at the world around him.

He was alone, hopeless, lost.He didn’t know how long he sat there, his sobs and the tauntingly

cheerful songs of the birds being the only noises that echoed through the dead

village.Eventually, however, the birds stopped singing, the smoke dissipated completely, and

the drab village seemed to brighten. Even Uriel, without looking, could feel it. He raised his

head, opened his eyes, and saw the crimson cobblestones bathed in light. Not the sun. This

light was no mere celestial beam. It replenished his spirit, killed his sobs, and strengthened his

heart.He looked to the side and saw the source of the holy light. Four people. They looked like

humans, but it was clear they weren’t. No human could be so perfect. The light obscured their

faces as they approached, yet it didn’t hurt his eyes the way the sun did. The light slowly

dimmed, and he could see that they were men, clad in armor that shimmered so brilliantly that

it seemed to be made of stars.They stood on the street in front of him, staring at the shtetl’s

remains. One of them spoke:“Hashem…Hashem…” he muttered sorrowfully.“Awful,” said

another. “It’s a miracle we can walk through here. So much evil, even with the sinners

gone.”“Gabriel, it hurts…”“I know, Raphael. We will not tarry, but we must search for

Michael.”“Hashem help him if he’s here. He must be in agony.”One of the men knelt before the

corpse of a young woman and reached out, gently brushing his fingers against her

bloodstained bangs.“These poor people…” he whispered, his voice hoarse. “Gabriel, please, is

there nothing I can do?”“I am afraid not, Raphael. It is too late. Their souls are with Him

now.”“Gabriel,” said one man, pointing to Uriel. “That one still draws breath.”“Ah, yes. But he is

wounded. See the blood? The bruises? Poor child…”“Gabriel, may I heal him?”“If God wills it,

you…”The man’s voice trailed off as he realized that the boy was staring directly at him. Uriel’s

golden eyes glistened with wonder. He refused to blink even once. The light that hid the man’s

features vanished so that Uriel could finally see his face.The Archangel Gabriel locked eyes

with the child.“Can you see me?” he whispered.Uriel barely felt himself nod.Gabriel and

Raphael looked at one another, just as amazed as Uriel.Raphael slowly walked over to the boy

and knelt down in front of him. He carefully reached out and touched the child’s forehead. A

wave of soothing energy washed through Uriel’s body. He felt his aches vanish, his broken

bones repair themselves, his bruises disappear. The little stream of blood that cascaded down

his face stopped as his cut healed and the blood itself evaporated. Uriel sat in front of the

angel, dirty and healthy. The boy gawked at the angel for a few seconds before a smile broke

out across his face. Raphael’s eyes twinkled.“God wills it…” he quietly proclaimed.Gabriel

ordered the other two angels to go search the village. He knelt beside Raphael and looked at

the boy, wonder in his eyes. Uriel gazed at the two angels, unable to decide which one was

more breathtaking. He had always believed in angels, and now he was seeing them, basking in

the warmth of their holiness.“This is very impossible, you know,” Gabriel said to the boy, stern

and gentle, like a father teaching his child a worldly wisdom. “Normally humans cannot see or

hear us unless we reveal ourselves.”Uriel’s smile twitched.“Can you talk?” Gabriel asked.Uriel

shook his head.“Have you ever been able to talk?”Again, Uriel shook his head.“A mute boy…”

muttered Gabriel. “What could this mean?”“Is there a way you can tell us your name?” asked

Raphael. Uriel looked down at the dusty ground and used his finger to carefully write.‘U-R-I-E-

L,” Raphael read once the boy was done, barely able to get a glimpse of the letters before the

wind scattered the dust once more.“Uriel,” said Gabriel. “You are a Jew?”Uriel nodded.“And this

village…this is your home? This was a Jewish town?”Uriel nodded, his smile wilting.“Gabriel,”

said Raphael. “Hashem let me heal him. He has given this child the ability to see us…that must



mean something.”“Indeed,” Gabriel concurred, looking back at the boy. “The angels of the

Heavenly Host can neither save nor kill if it is against God’s will. If God did not want Raphael to

heal you, then his hand would have never reached your forehead. We have no power of our

own; it comes from Hashem.”“And,” Raphael added, “even we aren’t all-powerful. Gabriel, this

boy is good and innocent. His presence takes away some of the pain…but still…”“Be patient,

Raphael,” ordered Gabriel. Uriel raised an eyebrow. Angels could feel pain? What was hurting

them?Noticing the confused look on the child’s face, Gabriel elaborated. “Uriel, you must

understand that some things are too holy for human eyes or human hands. When the Ark of

the Covenant was carried, humans had to be cautious not to touch it lest its sanctity

overwhelm them. If a human looked at the face of God, he would perish. We angels are holy

beings. We can stand to see and be near such incredible holiness.”“But evil, now, that is

different. Evil is as painful to most of us as fire on mortal flesh. It burns us, corrodes our hearts.

And some places, particularly now, have become so thick with sin and evil that we cannot even

enter without being blinded by pain. A great evil deed took place here, and so it is painful to

stay. The only reason we could enter at all was because the murderers who caused this horror

are gone…”“But,” Raphael interrupted, “there’s so much evil here, so many horrible things

happening everywhere in this land. So much sin…we can’t even go near the Germans without

doubling over. Perhaps that’s why we haven’t been able to find Michael…”Uriel’s eyes sparkled.

Michael, the greatest of all the angels, the one that his father had always told stories about.He

leaned forward and his fingers twitched, begging for more information on the Archangel. His

heart sunk, however, when he saw the misery that crossed the angels’ faces at the mere

mention of the great angel’s name. They saw the question in the boy’s eyes and Gabriel spoke

up.“Michael has gone missing,” he explained. “We have no clue where he could be, though we

think we may know who is responsible.”Uriel trembled with anxiety and eagerness. He grabbed

the hem of his shirt, twisting it so much that he nearly ripped it, and leaned in so far that he

nearly fell against the angel’s shoulder. Gabriel, seeing his desperate desire to know,

explained.“Michael is the Guardian Angel of God’s Chosen People, your people. Many

centuries ago, he was the Guardian Angel of Jacob, the Patriarch, the father of the Jewish

People. Jacob was a righteous man, loved by God, but he had a wicked twin brother named

Esau. And Esau too had a Guardian Angel, one named Samael.”“Naturally, Esau and Jacob

were opposing forces, one good and the other evil. And so their angels, too, were adversaries.

One day, Samael attacked Michael, and the two came to blows right before the Throne of God.

God, in His wisdom, stopped the fight and punished Samael for his murderous behavior. He

decreed that Samael would no longer be the Guardian of Esau. Instead, he would become the

Angel of Death, a grueling and thankless position.”“Without his Guardian Angel to protect him,

Esau and his family were wiped from the face of the Earth. Samael was distraught and furious,

and he blamed Michael for his woes. He swore that he would do to Michael what he did to him.

Samael wants to get rid of Michael so that his people, the Jewish People, will be wiped out like

Esau. It is impossible to kill Michael, but he can weaken and imprison him so he cannot protect

the Children of Israel. For centuries, Samael has plotted and fought against the Jewish People,

but he has never succeeded. Michael has been weakened, but never to the point where he

could be captured by the Angel of Death.”“But now…now it is different. The Children of Israel

are being butchered, and the persecution has weakened Michael so much that it would have

been easy for Samael to capture him. If Michael is not found and freed, then the Jewish

People…without their guardian…”The angel’s voice trailed off into oblivion and Uriel’s blood

congealed at his unspoken words.“Samael is the Angel of Death,” sighed Raphael. “He can go

to areas we can’t without feeling even a twinge of pain. If he’s hidden Michael near the



sinners…”He looked down at the child and his eyes gave a glint of realization. He put a hand

on Gabriel’s arm.“Gabriel,” he said, “perhaps that’s why Hashem has sent us this child. He is

not an angel, so he can walk among the sinners without burning.”“Raphael…”“Hashem

wouldn’t let him see us if there wasn’t a reason!”Gabriel looked down at the child, gazing

straight into his eyes. Uriel felt as though his soul had been laid bare before the angel’s star-

like irises.“Child,” Gabriel said at last, “what Raphael says is true, but it is your decision. Would

you be willing to serve Hashem and your people? Will you find Michael?”Without a moment’s

hesitation, Uriel nodded.“Be warned,” said Gabriel, “you will have to enter an area overflowing

with sin and slaughter. There will be horrors there that no innocent eyes should behold.”Uriel

nodded.“And,” Gabriel added, “the Angel of Death will confront you if you search for Michael.

Are you prepared for that? Are you still willing to go through with this?”Uriel paused and looked

towards his beloved Zingdorf, now nothing but a graveyard of bodies and buildings. He had

nothing else to do, no other purpose, and if he met his end, he could at least join his family and

friends.He nodded.“Hold out your hand,” Gabriel ordered. Uriel obeyed, and the angel dropped

a pendant into his palm. Uriel examined the necklace closely. It was a hamsa, the Jewish

symbol for good luck. The pendant was shaped like a hand and in the middle of the small,

ornate silver palm there was a golden jewel.“Put it on,” said Gabriel, and Uriel slipped it around

his neck. The hamsa rested at his breast and he gently touched the gem.“This hamsa,” Gabriel

explained, “was forged on the First Day of Creation by Hashem Himself. Its true owner is not

with us anymore, but perhaps you will be a worthy wearer. Keep it on and only the righteous

will see you, but to the wicked you will be invisible. Do not take the hamsa off for any reason,

particularly while you are among the Germans, or else they will see you and they will kill

you.”Uriel wrapped his fingers around the warm necklace and nodded. Invisible. He had always

wondered what it would be like to walk among men unseen. He touched the golden stone and

sighed happily as his fingers brushed against the holy jewel. It fit perfectly, as if it had been

made for him.“Be brave, Angel-Finder,” Raphael whispered to the boy.“God be with you, Angel-

Finder,” said Gabriel. He and Raphael rose, and the world was filled with light once more.

There was a powerful crack and the light rose like an upturned flash of lightning, disappearing

into the skies above and taking the angels of God back to the Heavens.Uriel slowly stood, his

eyes glistening as he stared up at the cumulus clouds above, wondering if the angels were still

watching him.He reminded himself how to move his stiff legs and reached the edge of Zingdorf.

He slid down the hill, further dirtying his already sullied clothes. He looked around at the forest.

The birds chirped, the crickets sang, and Uriel stood silent, wondering which way he should

go.The thin road up ahead caught his eye. He darted to the dirt trail and noticed fresh wheel

tracks. Somebody had passed by Zingdorf since last night and they had been driving a car. The

Jews in Zingdorf and the other nearby villages were either too poor or too traditional to own

cars of their own. On the rare occasions that he had seen a car in the past, a wealthy gentile

had owned the vehicle.Although he couldn’t tell which way the car had driven, he knew enough

about the area to know that other villages—many Polish, many Jewish, and some mixed—lay

south of Zingdorf. If the Germans had been driving the car, then they would have been going to

those other villages to commit their crimes.Uriel looked back at Zingdorf. The smoke was gone,

and at a distance, with the birds singing in the background, it was hard to tell that the village

was no more. He almost wanted to run back. Perhaps if he did, he would find that his

imagination had taken him far from home. His mother and father would be waiting to scold him

for staying out so late, reminding him that they had synagogue tomorrow…He crushed the wish

before it could carry him back to his old home and instead forced his legs to follow the car

tracks, leaving Zingdorf standing alone, with only the twittering birds for company.ZingdorfIt



seemed to be an ugly place. Gray and brown, musty, the smell of goats and cats marinating the

air, filled with old wooden buildings that looked ready to fall over at any moment. It didn’t seem

like the sort of town that any prudent person would want to visit, much less live in.Yet all one

had to do was stand by the synagogue during choir practice, and the true beauty of the little

shtetl would fill their ears.The choir of Zingdorf was famous even outside of the teeny village.

People from other neighboring towns would often pass by just so they could pause and listen

to the practice sessions. The people of Zingdorf were well known for being wonderful singers,

and their choir sounded more like a chorus of angels than a chorus of mortals.Joining the choir

was a rite of passage for every child born in Zingdorf. It was part of being a member of the

community. Every boy, no matter how naughty on normal occasions, treasured the part they

played in the choir and always showed up to sing.Every boy, that is, except for Uriel. The village

mute.Uriel couldn’t count the number of times he had felt an ache in his heart as he heard the

lovely sound of children’s voices coming together in perfect harmony. He couldn’t count the

number of times he had peeked into the synagogue during the practices he couldn’t attend and

shed tears, knowing that he could never sing with them.He would never sing God’s praises with

the others. He would never stand at the front of the synagogue, shoulder to shoulder with the

other boys, and feel his voice meld with the others before ascending to the Heavens. His

parents would never sit in the audience and applaud after his performance was done.And even

though he had been born in Zingdorf, even though the town’s every nook and cranny were

engraved onto his mind, he would never completely belong. Not while he couldn’t add his voice

to the melodious din. Not while he didn’t have a voice to add.Uriel, though, was not one to

drown in self-pity. Although he would always feel alienated, and although he wanted nothing

more than to join the choir and sing God’s praises in front of everyone, he wouldn’t spend all of

his time moping outside of the synagogue.Uriel couldn’t sing. He couldn’t speak.But he could

write. And writing became his outlet. While his mouth would never utter a single word, his

hands could create entire worlds with only a pen and paper. He could craft people, stories,

places, countries even. He could make animals talk and angels appear. He could do whatever

he wanted.With a pen and paper, he had a voice.But even so, he wished he could sing.Simon

the Fool had hardly tied the bag shut when Michael reappeared. “It appears I trusted you for

nothing,” said the Archangel. “Vengeance belongs to God, not to you, mortal. Because of

this…”“Herr Litten!”Brandt’s outburst and the slam of a car door yanked Uwe out of Uriel’s

world. He shoved the book into his pocket before Brandt could see, knowing full well that the

National Socialists were fond of Jewish literature only when they could use it for a

bonfire.Disappointment welled up in his stomach. The small child was a surprisingly good

writer. He had been completely wrapped up in the boy’s tale and immediately wondered when

he could get to a secluded place so he could finish and figure out what punishment that foolish

Simon would receive for deceiving the Archangel Michael.Brandt opened the door for

Uwe.“Après vous, monsieur,” said the Major. A crooked smile came to Uwe’s lips.“French?” he

said, narrowly avoiding the roof of the car as he climbed out. “I thought I was the

linguist.”“Those three words are the extent of my foreign language knowledge,” replied Brandt.

“Well, I know a few dirty words in English, but let’s not count that.”Uwe had to bite his tongue in

order not to laugh. He looked up at the house they had parked in front of. Two stories high,

pleasant, and to Uwe quite large. He realized that it was no manor, but Uwe could tell that it

was big as the biggest building in his little hometown.“Nice?” asked Brandt, standing beside

Uwe.“Very,” Uwe confirmed. “Is this where you and your men live?”“This is where I live. The rest

of them sleep in a house a little down the road from here.”“Why?”“They insisted,” said Brandt

with a glitter in his eyes. “They said I deserved a space to myself, to do my work in peace.



Personally, I think they just said that because they wanted to get rid of me. Now they can party

and drink all they want without me wagging my finger at them…”“Not so, Uncle Günter!”Two

guards that had been standing by the house’s door scurried up to the Major, boyish grins on

their faces. They, like Brandt and Uwe, weren’t very young. They were middle-aged, maybe

slightly younger than Brandt but older than the average soldier. In fact, they looked somewhat

out of place in their uniforms. Uwe thought they would have been more comfortable in a

clockmaker’s clothes or a milkman’s outfit.“‘Uncle Günter’?” Uwe repeated, watching with

surprise as---rather than clicking their heels, throwing up their arms, and barking ‘Heil Hitler!’---

the two policemen cheerfully shook their superior’s hand and slapped him on the shoulder like

an old friend.“Their nickname,” said Brandt with an amused grin. “If you call me ‘Major Brandt’

around here, Herr Litten, you’ll be the black sheep.”“Herr Litten?” said one policeman. “So you’ll

be our linguist then?”“To the best of my abilities.”“Very good to meet you!” he said. Uwe shook

hands with the two officers. Both told him their names, but he forgot them almost immediately.

He had always been bad with names.“Uncle Günter,” said one soldier. “I think we should get

you up to speed on everything that happened while you were away.”“I was hardly gone for a

week! Unless the Führer decreed we’re not allowed to drink anymore—which would concern

you more than me…”The soldiers both laughed. “No, no, sir. Just a few things. It won’t take

long.”“Very well. Herr Litten, I’m sorry, but could you perhaps just get your bags together, put

them by the front door, maybe look around the backyard if you wish? I’ll be right with you and

I’ll show you around the house…”“Of course,” replied Uwe, nodding to the two policemen

before scurrying to grab his bags. He left his luggage right by the front door and then decided

to have a look around.“Don’t stray too far now,” Brandt called after him. “We’re right by the

forest and there may be partisans nearby.”“I’ll just be behind the house! Just getting some air

and stretching my legs.”“All right! I’ll be a moment!”The backyard of the house was nonexistent.

Instead, there was a small forest that led into the larger forest. Trees stood so close to the

house that their branches scraped against the bricks and windows. Uwe hoped that wouldn’t

be a nuisance on windy nights.He looked up at one tree, which was only slightly smaller than

the house. Several of the branches were low. The tree was almost perfect for climbing. Uwe

made an attempt, but his upper-arm strength left much to be desired and he couldn’t hoist

himself up. He chuckled at his futile attempt and wondered if Jürgen would enjoy having such a

tree in his yard. Were Uwe not concerned that his sprightly child might leap out of the tree and

break all his bones, he might have planted one near his house.“We passed a village on our

way here,” said Brandt once Uwe was gone. “A little Jewish town. Do either of you know

anything about it?”“Little Jewish town? Where exactly?”“It was on a hill. Burned to the ground.

All the Jews were killed in the synagogue.”“Ah, that! Right, I think the place was called…Zi…Z

something…”“Zo…Christ, I can’t remember either.”“Was it us or the Poles that did it?” asked

Brandt.“A little of both.”Uriel was surprised by how fast he ran without tiring out. He rushed

down the road, slowing down only when he felt the need to catch his breath for one moment

before sprinting once more. He spotted a house and his golden eyes glinted as he followed the

tracks right up to the shiny black vehicle he had been pursuing. He stared at the car for a

moment, having never seen such a beautiful, sleek machine in his life. It shimmered in the

sunlight like a black diamond. He ran his fingers over the ebony surface and wished that he

could ride in such a vehicle.“What do you mean by that?”The query snapped Uriel out of his

daydream. He ducked behind the lovely car and peeked out at the speakers. He could tell right

away that they were Germans, and he was surprised that he could understand them despite

the fact that he didn’t know a word of German. His finger brushed against the golden gem on

the hamsa, and he wondered if it did more than just hide him from the wicked.“Ackerman knew



we were gonna have to clear out that town eventually, but the Pollacks in another village

apparently did a lot of business there. He talked to the mayor, and the mayor said that he and

his folk would clear out the Jews. They practically begged to burn the place, so he let them

have at it. Said it would save us time and ammunition.”Uriel slowly stood up and stepped to the

side. He should have been visible as day, and yet none of the policemen noticed him.“Hm.

Well, I’ll have to talk to him about that. Enlisting the Poles is fine and all, but he shouldn’t make

decisions like that without an order from me or the higher echelons. At least that’s one village

off our list. It’ll be smelling over there for weeks, though.”Praying that the hamsa would work,

Uriel warily walked up to the three Germans. Their eyes didn’t divert from one another for even

a second. They didn’t hear the quiet patter of the child’s footsteps, his intakes for air, his rapid

heartbeat. They didn’t see his eyes shining with a dozen questions as he stood right beside

Major Brandt. Uriel looked up at the German, examining his dusty medals and slightly wrinkled

uniform, looking into the sharp green eyes that never once shifted to the Jewish boy.Uriel’s face

broke into a grin. The wicked men couldn’t see or hear him, just as Gabriel had said. The boy

placed his fingers on either side of his mouth, stretched his lips apart, and wiggled his tongue

at the Nazis. None of them saw him. The boy did every funny face he could dream up, waving

his hand in front of their faces and jumping up and down, and yet their pupils never shifted to

him.Uriel decided to do one last test and carefully tapped one Nazi on the arm. Brandt’s brow

furrowed and he looked down, his eyes right on the child.“What is it, Uncle Günter?” asked one

policeman. The Major looked at the seemingly empty space behind him and shook his head,

turning back to the soldiers.“Nothing,” he said. The Germans continued to converse. Uriel

looked behind them. The door to the huge house beckoned to him. Michael could very well be

imprisoned in the manor. It would be the best place: right where the wicked men slept. Gabriel

and Raphael wouldn’t be able to step foot there.He scurried to the door and was relieved to

find it unlocked. He opened it a crack and slipped in.The inside was warm, the air clear and

free of any forest smell. Uriel gazed about, overwhelmed by the splendor of it all. The only

buildings he had ever been in had been made of wood and old bricks, little buildings with short

roofs and musty air, usually saturated in smoke from candles and the fireplace.This palace

seemed six stories tall. Uriel gazed up at the giant staircase and wondered how anybody could

run up and down those stairs without becoming exhausted and falling. The walls were painted

white and lined with colorful pictures and portraits. The floors were covered with a soft blue

carpet that Uriel couldn’t help but brush his fingers against. Instead of candles, the house was

lit with bulbs and lamps that glowed like man-made stars. Uriel had only seen an electric light

thrice in his young life and seeing so many bathing the entrance hall in light almost made him

dizzy. He looked up and saw a cluster of diamonds as big as a man dangling from the high

ceiling and had to wonder where they had gotten so many shimmering jewels and why they

would hang them all the way up there.Slightly afraid that the diamonds would fall and crush

him, Uriel moved to the next room, which turned out to be the sitting room. The chairs and

sofas were bigger than his bed and he wondered if anybody slept there. He pressed his finger

against a petunia on the floral-print couch and smiled when he saw how cushy it was. He sat

down and nearly yelped in surprise as he sunk into the cushion. He adjusted his position and,

much to his delight, found that it was as bouncy as it was comfortable. Keeping his dusty shoes

on, he hopped onto the couch and jumped six times, a giggle occasionally escaping from

between his teeth.Before he could bounce a seventh time, however, his eyes fell upon the rich

red curtains that hid the window. He jumped down and approached, pulling the curtains away.

He looked out the clear window and saw the trees in the backyard and the forest that lay barely

five yards from the house. Uriel pressed his nose against the glass, wondering if perhaps he



would find something in the forest that would point to Michael.The sound of a door slamming

and German voices caused the boy’s stomach to lurch. Although he knew that they couldn’t

see him, he instinctually ducked behind the curtain. If he hadn’t had the hamsa, the curtains

wouldn’t have done a very good job of hiding him.He stayed behind the velvet fabric, clutching

it tightly as he listened to the two men that had entered.“Are you thirsty, Herr Litten?” asked

Brandt as Uwe dropped his bags by the stairs.“Parched, actually,” the linguist replied. “I don’t

suppose you have any beer…”Brandt laughed. “I’m afraid the boys have probably bled me dry

by now, but I’ll see what’s left.”Uwe prepared to thank him, but as he stood up his eyes landed

on a large picture of a woman and a little boy embracing and waving at the camera.“Is that

your family?” Uwe asked, pointing to the picture. Brandt’s pupils followed the linguist’s finger

and his eyes shimmered fondly when they fell upon the mother and child.“Yes,” he confirmed.

“They’re in Hamburg. I miss them, but they write enough to keep me from stealing a car and

driving there without leave. Hans is just learning to write by himself. Very smart boy. You have a

son as well, Herr Litten.”“Jürgen,” said Uwe with a nod. “He’s ten. My daughters are sixteen and

fourteen.”“Oh, dear,” chortled Brandt. “Two teens, two daughters! I don’t look forward to that

stage.”“I’m sure yours will be fine,” Uwe assured him. “How old is he?”“Five.”“Then he has a

long time to go.”“True! By the time he’s a rebellious teen, London will be a vacation site for the

Reich. I have another on the way, so he may get a sister to argue with.”“Congratulations!”“I

hope I can get leave when that happens, but for now, come, you can have a seat and a drink.

Your room is right upstairs, first door to the left. We have people come over every other

Wednesday to clean…”“Poles?” asked Uwe, following the Major into the sitting room.“Mainly

ethnic Germans,” said Brandt.“Would it be all right if they didn’t clean my room?” asked Uwe.

“I’m used to keeping my own area in order, and if anything’s moved from its proper place it

grates on my nerves.”“I understand completely,” said Brandt. “I feel the same way, actually, but

it’s not possible for me to keep this whole place clean by myself. Just lock your door before you

leave every day and nobody will disturb your space.”“I app…” Uwe started to say, but at that

moment a shadow caught his eye. He looked over his shoulder and met the eyes of a little boy.

The boy from Zingdorf.The child was partially hidden behind the scarlet curtain, and when the

German saw him his lips parted with surprise.He can see me? Uriel thought, bewildered. A

German can see me? But only the righteous can see me…Uwe had no clue that being able to

see the boy was significant. To him it seemed that the child had, somehow or another, followed

him here and was hiding behind the curtain.Fear, confusion, and even a spark of relief clashed

in Uwe’s mind. The Jewish boy was alive, but if Brandt saw him, knew that he was in his house,

knew that an ‘enemy of the state’ was there…what would he do? Deport him, of course. Uwe

had heard enough rumors about the camps and ghettos to know that they were brutal. A little

orphaned boy wouldn’t make it there.Although Uriel knew that he was in no danger so long as

he wore the hamsa, he pressed his index finger to his lips. Shhh…Uwe obeyed the silent

command, unsure of what to do.“Herr Litten,” said Brandt, causing Uwe’s heart to somersault.

The Major looked at Uwe with concern as he asked, “Is something wrong?”Six words

threatened to vault from Uwe’s vocal cords: There’s a Jew behind the curtain.Instead, six

different words emerged: “No, nothing’s wrong, Major. Just thirsty.”He was astonished that he

had the ability to stay so calm. Even as his heart threatened to implode with fear and sweat

beads formed on his forehead, his voice stayed neutral. The Major’s smile returned and he

clapped his hands together.“Ah, stupid me! Right, I’ll see what I can salvage. You wait here, I’ll

be right back.”Uwe sat down in one chair and nodded. As soon as Brandt left, however, his

calm façade melted, and he flew to the curtain.“What are you doing here?” he hissed to the

boy, ripping the curtain from his grasp. Uriel just stared up at him, stunned and silent.“You…”



whispered Uwe, examining the child closely and realizing without an inkling of a doubt that this

was the boy who wrote in the golden notebook. “You’re the boy from the village, from

Zingdorf…”Uriel blinked and scrutinized the German’s features. He couldn’t recall ever meeting

this man before.Uwe grabbed the child’s arm and yanked him away from the window.“Run,

now,” he ordered. “Up the stairs, first room on the left, lock the door behind you and don’t open

it until I knock seven times!”Something about the urgency in the German’s tone caused Uriel to

obey. He skittered out of the sitting room and up the stairs, quietly shutting and locking the

door.Uwe collapsed onto the chair and started gnawing on his fingernails. What the hell am I

doing? he thought. If Brandt finds out…There were laws that dealt with this sort of thing. If he

was caught harboring a Jew, he would either be killed on the spot or deported to a

concentration camp. Jews were enemies of the Reich. By hiding one he was betraying

Germany, and the only sentence for a traitor was death.Still, he wasn’t quite at the point of no

return. If he told Brandt that he had seen a Jew running up the stairs, he wouldn’t get in trouble.

In fact, he might even be rewarded for helping to catch an enemy of the state.I have a family at

home. I have children of my own to take care of, he thought. I can’t leave them. I can’t die. I

can’t get caught hiding a Jew.And yet the more he thought of his family, the less possible it

seemed to turn Uriel in. He heard footsteps and quickly brushed his hair back, sitting up and

forcing a friendly smile onto his face as Brandt returned, his arms laden with a pitcher, two

glasses, and a large old book.“Water!” the Major declared, tipping the pitcher. Uwe compelled

himself to chuckle. Brandt set the pitcher and glasses down on the coffee table and sat across

from Uwe, holding the book in his lap like a precious treasure.“You’ll have to forgive me,” said

Brandt, pouring some water for Uwe, a few ice cubes clinking against the glass as they fell into

the cup. “I should have known that the boys would raid my icebox while I was gone.”“I-it’s fine,”

said Uwe.“I can swipe a real drink off one of the boys tomorrow while we’re at the base. Until

then, let’s have a toast.”He raised his glass and Uwe copied him, trying his best to keep his

hands from visibly trembling.“To your health,” said Brandt. “To the health of your family and

mine, to Germany, and to a greater, safer Reich.”“Cheers,” said Uwe, tapping his glass against

Brandt’s and taking a sip. The cool water struggled to make it down his tight throat as his

thoughts lingered on the Jewish boy in his bedroom and what would happen to him and his

family if he didn’t tell Brandt about the child.Uwe’s eyes darted to the book that Brandt had

brought. He gestured to it and asked, “What book is that?”Brandt’s eyes sparkled like those of

a child eager to show off his drawing. He set his glass down and handed the book to Uwe. The

linguist had to stifle a shudder when he saw that it was the Führer’s book, Mein Kampf. He

carefully flipped through the black hardback, scanning the gothic script with intrigue and

fright.“I show this to everyone,” said Brandt. “Have you ever read the whole thing?”“I…

ahhh…”Brandt laughed and waved his hand dismissively. “That’s all right, neither have I. But

this one is special. Look on the front page.”Uwe did so and his eyes fell upon two hastily

scrawled words that separated this book from the millions of other Mein Kampfs.Adolf

HitlerUwe almost dropped the book. He carefully shut it so the damning name wouldn’t make

his already pounding heart beat any faster.“He signed it…” Uwe muttered. “Did…you get him to

sign it in person?”“Me? Ha! No, a small man like me has never met him face to face.”“Then how

did you get this?”“I killed one of my men for it,” replied Brandt so quickly and seriously that

Uwe’s head snapped up and his eyes bulged. Brandt burst into laughter.“The look on your

face!” he cried, nearly doubling over. Uwe wasn’t sure if he should laugh or apologize, so

instead he just sat silently until Brandt got a hold of himself.“I’m kidding, of course,” said the

Major. “A good friend got it for me on a trip to Berlin. It’s very precious to me, but you’re free to

flip through it anytime you like. My office has plenty of other books as well if you feel like



reading something a little less political.”“Thank you, Herr Brandt,” said Uwe. “Though won’t I be

too busy to read?”“Oh, we won’t overwork you,” Brandt assured the linguist.“Pardon me, Major,

but I know what I’m doing here. May I ask what you and your men are doing here?”“Of course,”

said Brandt, taking another sip of water. “As you know, Herr Litten, I am the Major of this

battalion. We are the Ordnungspolizei, the Order Police, and that’s exactly what we’re here to

do: keep order.”
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through Uriel, these 2 groups work together to take on the evil of Hitler letting love and grace

shine through.”

The book by Elyse Hoffman has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 111 people have provided feedback.
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